Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read each set of words and circle the word that does NOT belong with the others in the set.

1. limit  private  climate
2. habit  comet  credit
3. edit  unit  jacket
4. merit  bandit  magnet
5. quiet  digit  target
6. bullet  faucet  hermit

Parent Directions: Have your child use the words in the word bank to complete the following sentences. Have him or her write the correct word in the space provided.

Word Bank  locket  summit  deposit  jacket  secret  exhibit

7. His mother told him to put on his _______________ before he went outside.
8. Ellie admired the pretty silver ______________.
9. In a large family, it is sometimes difficult to keep things ______________.
10. Tomas walked to the bank to make a _______________ in his account.
11. The new _______________ opens at the museum today.
12. The climbers reached the _______________ of the mountain just after sunrise.
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